We’d like to think the corporations and lawmakers
that are supposed to keep our food safe have our best
interests in mind…

LEARN MORE!
Visit the Food Integrity Campaign website at:

foodwhistleblower.org
or call our office at:

(202) 457-0034
Protecting Food.
Empowering Whistleblowers.

But the reality is, there is much they’d prefer
hidden from view.

It used to be
easy to tell if
your food had
INTEGRITY…

The mission of the Food Integrity Campaign
—a program of the Government Accountability
Project (GAP)—is to enhance overall food integrity
by protecting the rights of employees in the food
industry and government who speak out against
unsafe, unhealthy and inhumane practices.

Luckily, there are eyes and ears
along the way that care.

Those who speak
out and tell us
the truth!

The Government Accountability Project (GAP),
the nation’s leading whistleblower protection
and advocacy organization since 1977, provides
confidential expert legal advice and counseling to
workers who expose wrongdoing on the job. We
offer independent and objective information—and
we’ll protect your privacy.

GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT
Truth be told.

Government Accountability Project

Even when threatened and intimidated.

1612 K St., NW, Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 457-0034

…but we’ve become DISCONNECTED
from the source of our food.
So how do we keep the
system honest…
...when there is so much
that we can’t see?

It takes a community of
whistleblowers, truth-tellers,
and advocates to safeguard our
food. The Food Integrity Campaign
supports that community.

Food Integrity Campaign
Issue Areas
ANIMAL WELFARE

What We Do
Litigation
The Food Integrity Campaign is unique because it offers free and reduced cost
legal services to whistleblower plaintiffs. Fighting government and industry
giants alone can be a daunting task. We help individual truth-tellers alter the
relationship of power between the food industry and consumers.

Advocacy
There are now new and improved legal protections for whistleblowers. But
the laws that protect food integrity and whistleblowers cannot exist without
effective legislative advocacy. The Food Integrity Campaign’s legislative agenda
includes state and local causes as well as regulatory reform.

More people want to know how
farmed animals are raised and
treated. Whistleblowers offer
unique insights into the welfare
of animals raised for food.

ENVIRONMENT
Advances in agriculture often
come with significant risks to
the environment. The Campaign
supports public and private
sector workers who wish to make
disclosures about these risks.

FOOD SAFETY
Whistleblowers are often the first
line of defense when it comes
to keeping our food safe and
stopping harmful contamination
from reaching our dinner plates.

Outreach
Outreach is essential to educating consumers and informing whistleblowers.
Many would-be whistleblowers remain silent because they are not aware of their
rights and the resources available to them. We take a proactive approach to
reaching out and providing resources to those interested in food integrity.

TRANSPARENCY
The Campaign works to hold
companies and the agencies that
oversee them accountable for
actions that affect the public.

Communications
Corrupt organizations are willing to go to extreme lengths to keep the public
from knowing their secrets. An unwitting whistleblower can quickly find
themselves the victim of a brutal smear campaign. We use communications
and media to ensure truth-tellers get a voice and that their important
messages reach the public, who in turn, can activate change.

WORKER RIGHTS
Whistleblowers expose harsh
conditions that threaten worker
health and safety.

